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Abstract. With the continuous creation, sharing and transformation of data resulting from Research and Development in the Life Sciences domain, provenance
tracking and valorization of research outputs remain challenges. Tracing biomedical materials and associated data throughout the research life cycle requires
tracking materials, methods, transformations, partial results, locations and many
other facets. Research is not always carried out in one place; it is usually distributed across several laboratories. Accordingly, research outcomes of various kinds
are constantly being produced, recorded, transformed and shared in a decentralized manner. In consequence, the digital continuum is very often lost for practical
purposes. Moreover, the value of all the assets produced throughout the research
life cycle is neglected because we assign all the value to the product that comes
at the very end of the process: the scholarly publication holds all the value. We
argue that distributed ledgers, Blockchain, Hyperledger and Ethereum being
prominent examples, could be used to preserve the digital continuum of the experimental record as well as provide underlying technology that could help manage the value of all the assets that we produce.
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Blockchain and its application in Life Sciences

A blokchain is an immutable distributed ledger where transactions are either added or
read. In plain English, a distributed ledger (DL) is a network of computers where all
maintain identical copies of a database whose state is changed according to agreedupon rules. This technology has been used in domains such as property management,
identity management, electronic health records, and fintech; in general, this technology
is applicable wherever keeping an accurate record of transformations over valuables
living in decentralized settings is needed. Smart contracts are part of the technological
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stack in DLs. Smart contracts are pieces of code stored in the DL network. They define
the conditions to which all parties using these contracts agree. Thus, if required conditions are met, certain actions are executed. The combination delivers an engine for applications that can be run without the need for a trusted third party.
DLs has been successfully used as the backbone technology behind crypto currencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, which in such cases are the data elements tracked
on the DL. Data elements can be seen as an asset that is created, shared and transformed.
For our own purposes, by data elements we refer to any piece of information or activity
carried out as part of a Research and Development process, for instance dataset records,
journal articles, public software, conference talks, etc. They all have in common being
publicly identifiable –although not necessarily open access. Data elements can be
grouped together not just in the repositories containing them but also in the form of
Research Objects, projects, institutions, etc. Any sort of data exchange would constitute
a transaction and the DL would serve people by managing the assets and the transactions. Moreover, smart contracts attached to the assets could facilitate the generation of
apps over the assets.
This technology allows us to keep the research record in a distributed manner as well
as to valuate all sorts of research outcomes in an open market. Such an open market,
we argue, could have its own mechanisms for valuation. Smart contracts could enact
the policies of the market and make these specific for each community. A healthy economy accounts for all products because all products are traceable. Scholars attach all the
value to one single object, namely the research paper. The paper, as the only holder of
the value, should, in theory, make it possible for readers to understand and recreate the
research being described. This is, however, not always possible. Similarly, researchers
depend on a myriad of products to preserve their research assets. These products don’t
always communicate with each other. Over a DL, we argue, digital assets could be
properly managed without disrupting the use of various technologies. By establishing
protocols, third parties could offer services and goods in the market place. In this way
two problems could be solved, that of preserving the digital continuum in the research
record and also that of managing the value of research outcomes.
In this poster we present the overall description of the marketplace and some of the
valuation mechanisms that we envision. For instance, academic papers currently hold
their implicit value over time; here we allow for depreciation of value over time. Also,
the value of software, databases, datasets, figures, presentations, preprints, nanopublications, etc., should be aggregated over one single metric. Such metric should work in
a similar way to that of financial markets where at any given point in time values can
be disaggregated in its principal components in order to get a more detailed picture.
Not all researchers do the same work, however, all researchers contribute; such contribution should be rewarded accordingly. Reputation built in this way accounts for all
assets, not just for one that usually assigns attribution in an arbitrary manner. Our approach is technical; we see DLs in combination with the Interplanetary File System as
a platform for preserving the integrity of the research record, thus having fully identifiable and traceable objects and transactions. We also see this platform as the underlying technology for an open market of research data; one where all things and transactions are accounted for and attribution reflects individual contributions fairly. Hence
our name, Shō-coin (shō: "award" in Japanese), a knowledge-based currency. We envision a digital knowledge-based economy that improves not only traceability but also
recognition.

